
Can mobile games be

completely fair?



Mobile devices have become the primary tool for consuming web 

applications and not surprisingly for gaming especially given the 

higher horsepower on modern 5G devices. However, mobile 

infrastructure is not a level playing field especially for 

head-to-head game tournaments. Consequently, most mobile 

games are based on leaderboards with users playing against 

ghost competitors. Avesha’s Smart Application Framework (SAF) 

offers a comprehensive solution to this problem – by continuous 

AI-driven normalization of latencies among game players.

As a background, Avesha SAF is based on an overlay of 

“application-slices” to enable application "edgeification", i.e., 

moving compute to edges close to the data source.

The distance from AWS Cloud or a data center where a game 

server is hosted adds to the latency. When I pull the trigger, other 

people in the game with faster connections have killed my 

character before I've had a chance to reload… Just because I live 

far away I, shouldn't be disadvantaged!
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The application slice architecture supports low latency 

applications needing real-time response. In the case of mobile 

gaming, the application intent is to normalize player latencies for 

game updates so that no one player has an undue advantage 

over another during a game. 

Avesha SAF utilizes AI to continuously tweak the application slice 

underlay controls to achieve the desired latency variation bounds 

necessary for a fair game. Telemetry from each gamer is 

continuously monitored and utilized by the AI engine based on a 

Reinforcement Learning (RL) model to control the slice 

parameters and achieve the desired application intent. Each 

game gets its own application-slice that is controlled 

independently.

Avesha SAF can quite literally be a game-changer because it has 

the potential to unblock a large pent-up demand for mobile 

head-to-head gaming that is estimated to be a $90B market.  

This technology has several applications beyond mobile gaming
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– for example, high-frequency trading and wagering. In all these 

cases, it is critical that endpoints have fair access to data and 

latency needs to be controlled and Avesha SAF makes it easy for 

developers to realize this intent and simply focus on the 

application logic.
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